Action Verbs

A
abated
abbreviated
abolished
abridged
absolved
absorbed
accelerated
accentuated
accommodated
accomplished
accounted for
accrued
accumulated
achieved
acquired
acted
adapted
adopted
added
addressed
adjusted
administered
advanced
advertised
advised
advocated
accompanied
aided
alerted
aligned
alayed
alleviated
allocated
allotted
altered
amassed
amended
analyzed
answered
anticipated
appeased
applied
appointed
appraised
approached
appropriated
approved
arbitrated
aroused
arranged
articulated
ascertained
aspired
assembled
assessed
assigned
assimilated
assisted
assured
attained
attended
audited
augmented
authorized
authorized
automated
averted
avoided
awarded

B
balanced
began
benchmarked
benefited
bid
billed
blended
blocked
bolstered
boosted
bought
branded
bridged
broadened
brought
budgeted
built

C
calculated
 calibrated
capitalized
captured
cared for
carried
carved
categorized
catalogued
caught
cautioned
cemented
certified
chaired
challenged
championed
changed
charged
charted
checked
chose
chronicled
circulated
circumvented
cited
clarified
classified
cleaned
cleared
closed
coached
coded
collaborated
collated
collected
collated
combined
commanded
commend
commenced
commissioned
communicated
compared
compiled
complemented
completed
complied
composed
compounded
computed
conceited
concentrated
conceptualized
condensed
conducted
conferred
configured
confronted
connected
conserved
considered
consolidated
constructed
consulted
consummated
contacted
continued
contracted
contributed
controlled
converted
conveyed
convinced
cooperated
coordinated
copied
corrected
corresponded
counsel
created
critiqued
cultivated
customized
cut

D
deal
debated
debugged
departed
decided
decoded
decreased
dedicated
defined
degraded
distributed
delivered
demonstrated
deployed
derived
described
designated
designed
detailed
detected
determined
developed
devised
specified
speculated
spent
spoke
sponsored
spurred
staffed
standardized
started
steered
stimulated
streamlined
strengthened
stretched
structured
studied
submitted
succeeded
suggested
summarized
supervised
supplied
supported
surpassed
surveyed
swayed
swept
symbolized
synthesized
systemized

T
tabulated
tackled
talked
tallied
targeted	
tasted
taught
tweeted
tended
terminated
tested
testified
tied
took
topped
totaled
traced
tracked
trained
transcribed
transformed

transitioned
translated
transmitted
traveled
treated
trimmed
tripled
troubleshooted
turned	
tutored
typed

U
uncovered
underlined
underscored
undertook
underwrote
unearthed
unified
updated
upgraded
upheld
urged
used
utilized

V
validated
valued
vaulted
verbalized
verified
viewed
visualized
voiced
volunteered

W
weathered
weighed
widened
withstood
won
worked
wrote

Y
yielded